A moment lasts all of a second, but the memory lives on forever.

Quarter Life Crisis
The transition from a child to a teenager is usually well documented by our
parents. These turbulent moments often see the parents being distraught
over their progeny’s actions and decisions. The transition from a teenager to
a young adult is somewhat a grey area for the parents as this happens away
from the eyes of the parents.
I remember the exact date and moment when I realised I wasn’t a teenager
anymore. It was 30th October 2018, just before Diwali; I was at the bus stop
waiting to go home when I saw a kid elbowing his mother to buy him a packet
of chips. Watching him long for those chips, my Kumbhakarna-stomach
growled. Following my instincts, I got a couple of packets and returned to the
queue.
I started to munch on the Kurkures’ that I realised that there was no
grumbling, no complaining, or even bargaining - I didn’t have my mother to
debate about the amount of plastic in Kurkure nor my father to complain
about the extra ₹5 I paid to the seller. Suddenly amid the horns and
announcements, I felt something in me - a restless peace.
I had grown up. Slowly and steadily, I had picked up on responsibilities as a
fun task, and soon I was not a kid who could breeze past my commitments. I
had lists; I had a note app where I “managed” my finances (primarily
borrowings). I had exams, assignments, a future to think of. Earlier my
biggest concern was missing out on Pokemon’s new episode, but now it was
missing out on deadlines.
I may make it sound way worse than growing up actually is. Being an adult
has its perks too. For instance, driving, There is a speed just above 60, where
you can place an arm on the windowpane, tilt your head back slightly, with
the speakers blazing “Ude” from ZNMD that you will be transported to the
roads of Spain. I have had this epiphany driving on the highway of NH 7. The
countless night-outs, dinner parties, and mini-vacations with your friends are
a cherry on the top.
I definitely lead a double life like Dr. Jekyll. An adult Souvik who controls the
brain figuring out the daily tasks and looks out for diet food, while the kid
Souvik who controls the heart and can smell all the tasty dishes a mile away
is still jealous that he can’t get on the bouncing Micky Mouse. I still weigh
both my personalities on a scale and let out one at a time.
What about you? Which alter-ego controls you. Drop a mail sharing about
your second self.

REALITY CHECK
One year ago, during this time, we all were done with our GEPI WAT rounds and
were desperately waiting for the results, wondering, “Once I get into this college,
everything is sorted” little did we know what MBA had in store for us. We thought
that we’d enjoy our campus life and explore, but instead, the only thing we ended
up exploring was Teams and Zoom. “Am I audible?” “Can you see my screen?”
became the new normal. But it wasn’t that bad, right? I mean, sleeping through
the lectures became much easier, not that we did, but still… Anyway, one year ago,
who would have thought we would be giving corporate interviews in a blazer and
pajamas? Well, look at us now.
Somehow, in the middle of the nth wave, the college reopened. We were excited
yet scared to see the real MBA life we were supposed to live. Transporting all of
our lives in suitcases to campus when we hadn’t even stepped out of our houses
without 12 bottles of sanitizer.
Attending classes after what seemed like ages did not scare us anymore. We finally
realised what we were missing – the sense and dedication to learn. That vanished
VERY quickly once we received 20 assignments a day (all of them due EOD, by the
way).
We looked forward to Wednesdays because of the chole bhature in the mess!
Begging mess wale bhaiya to give us just a few more chicken pieces was half our
Friday lunch.
We would not even realise that it was the weekend. Guess it is right what they say
– MBA does not have an age barrier. XD
(Please get the joke we worked hard at it).
But, the cool breeze in the amphitheater at night when we all forgot about the
weekly worries of assignments and placements and just sang (very very off tune, if
we might add) was the highlight of our weekends.
The basketball court became our cricket pitch come Sunday morning – in that
beautiful Bangalore sunshine, we played for hours.
Meeting our seniors, making new friends, and finally feeling like a part of
something was what we missed the most.
One year down, all we can say is that half of our MBA life is over – and that reality
is much worse than anything we imagined in our worst nightmares. It may not be
what we expected, but it certainly has given us memories that we would cherish
forever.
Being busy and involved will always be a part of our lives, but we have exactly one
more year of MBA left – let us promise ourselves that come what may, we enjoy
this, we make memories, and we live it to the best of our ability.

OF BOOKS
Midnight’s Children
The protagonist of the novel, Saleem Sinai takes birth on 15
August 1947, the very moment of India’s independence. Hence it is
the journey of a man along with a newly independent nation. The
political conditions of India had a direct effect on Saleem’s life.
Rushdie puts the tadka of magic realism blended with historical
nonfiction, with myriad layers of truth and meaning, making the
reader enter Saleem’s world directly. The twin tracks of the
subcontinent’s history and the life of Saleem move pretty well
through the jumble of characters. Don’t expect it to make complete
sense, but it all comes together as it draws towards the last few
hundred pages, tickling the brain with mystery and suspense.
Even more than twenty-five years after its publication, Midnight’s
Children stands apart as both an epochal work of fiction and a
brilliant performance by one of the great literary voices of our time.

Namesake
'The Namesake' is one of the most astounding and magnificent pieces
of literature written by Jhumpa Lahiri. As we all know, she is one of the
most ethical and genius writer of this age. Namesake enriches the
theme of an Identity crisis, conflicting loyalties with modern problems of
love and relationships. The story revolves around a young boy named
Gogol, son of Ashima and Ashoke Ganguly. After the marriage of the
Ganguli's, they shift from Calcutta to Cambridge, Massachusetts. As
Gogol was born into American soil, he is more connected to the
American culture than the Indian culture. This contrast of keeping two
identities of two different worlds in front of his parents, friends, and
colleagues makes him vulnerable and very hard to keep up with. A tone
of narrative tension can be found, but either way, it's an easy read, and
the book will take you on an emotional rollercoaster. It is rare to find
books that dictate the immigrant genre and are well written with detailed
character synopsis.

Odyssey
Odyssey can be one of Homer's most intricate and exciting
pieces of work. This epic poem will ignite your love for Greek and
Roman mythology. Alas, what's said, it doesn't have the
grandeur expressions such as The Illiad (Homer's other work) but
reading it has its recreation. The Odyssey begins after the ten
years of the Trojan War, where the epic hero Odysseus (the
second most influential warrior after Achilles) hasn't returned to
his homeland Ithaca. The story revolves around this Greek hero
and his adventures, including slaying monsters, politics, trials,
god interventions, and many more. Well, it's not an easy read at
all ( duh, it's one of the oldest books in history), but if you love
Greek mythos with a pinch of Game of Thrones vibes, it will be a
perfect read for you.
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Not one, but many fond memories. Waiting every Wednesday for Chole Bhature to having
chai at Pujappa thrice everyday. Of all, the fondest has to be sitting in the lawn at night and
having the best time with friends, every day!

My fondest memory has to be the first live event (Bazzinga 2020) that we (SymBeat)
organized as a team! To be exact, I have to say that it was a good two or three hours
before the event actually started :P. I distinctly remember because it was absolutely
chaotic. Sayphali and Barbie were the hosts, and my role during the event wasn't exactly
determined as I am camera shy (surprise surprise!), and this was a live event. It was later
decided that I would moderate the chat and engage the audience in the spur of the
moment.
Going back to a good two or three hours before the event, we ran a dry run, and Sayphali
turned up with a glittery mic. Lakshya was making fun of the mic; all the others were
(not)laughing at the jokes, and Barbie was, as usual, ready to start the event while we all
were nervous. We knew each other for a minimum of two months then, but there was
this sense of familiarity where we knew which particular person to turn to if something
went wrong. If Barbie's and/or Sayphali's internet went down, Vish and/or Lakshya
would step in. This was decided prior, but if something we didn't anticipate did happen
(which it did not), we just instinctively knew who would take over.
I especially say that this is the moment that is special to me because even though I was
part of a lot of groups (mainly WhatsApp, mostly the assignment kind), since that day, it
felt like I was part of a team :)

There have been so many beautiful moments spent in the campus. Be it late night talks
with my amazing roomie, meals in the mess, cheese maggi in the canteen, preparing and
studying in the reading room or just hanging around in the amphi and in the lawn, I will
very fondly cherish each and every moment. My favourite and fondest memory is the
that of the day I got placed. I was in my room when I found out and just getting calls and
calls from everyone yelling and asking me to come down in the canteen. When I stepped
out of the elevator, all my friends just there waiting for me, just started yelling and
hugging me like crazy! Celebrating such moments with my friends, who have become my
family is something that I will always remember!

When you spend months imagining how the vibes of the people you got close to on
WhatsApp chats and Zoom calls would be like, your fondest memory is bound to be when
these amazing bunch of people are right in front of view. Some of my most precious
memories of SIBM-B took place when some of my friends and I would just lay on the lawn
during chilly winter nights listening to indie songs, as we talked our worries away.

A montage of every smile, traces of belongingness, and glimmers of meaningful
conversations that will be serving as the nostalgic cornerstone for my journey ahead,
including the present epiphany while writing this, will be cherished for a long time.

You're here not just to get a job. You're here for a career. Focus on the
right things and stay away from things that don't matter outside of the
campus.

Be yourself, trust in your skills. Always strive to be better than the
previous day. You will surely find happiness if you learn something new
each day.

Either make memes about stuff in class or have a friend who does that!
This will help you connect with your friends and also the class!

Use ‘scholar.google.com’ for assignments or research instead of
google.com. You’ll find more reliable and relevant resources there other
than general blogs from people.

Never underestimate the power of a good group discussion. It adds a lot
of value!

Try not to lose your identity in this campus.

Honest Exam Thoughts
Our preparations were bad, but our Invigilator's sleep
cycle was worse.

My handwriting went from caligraphy to the doctor's
prescription from the beginning to the end of the
exam.

Exams are incomplete without that one song which is
constantly playing in your head while you try to focus

Nothing gave me as much stress as "Please tie your
paper and then continue writing"

Every time my friend took a map during the exam, I
wondered where that went. But then I wondered the
same for the extra supplementary too.

I never get to use all the time allotted for answering the
paper, cause 50% of the time was wasted to observe,
what if the Invigilator is looking at me.

I am pretty sure certain people leave a couple of lines,
write P.T.O and then ask for an extra sheet within the
first hour.

Exams taught me how to retain information for 2 days
and then completely forget about it later.

Legends say there were times when tides were rough and winds ablaze, but
persistence was the key to glory. Elysian is a legacy carried forward by the
batches of SIBM Bengaluru over the years, and presenting the last edition
of Elysian for AY 2021-22 is an earnest privilege.
Time flies, and you wish you could stop when you feel this. It seemed like
yesterday when we came up with the first edition of the monthly magazineRendezvous, and now we are in the final edition, Reminiscence, for this
academic year. Its rightly said that Journey is more beautiful than the
destination. When we look back to those, we feel great; we successfully
pulled out events. Talking about Bazzinga, we were nervous and unsure
how the batch would react and whether they would enjoy it or not. We
spent much time brainstorming activities for the rounds with two
objectivities- funny and at the same time not against the decorum of our
college. But after the final game, when we received such pleasing feedback,
that motivated us a bit more for conducting another unconventional
event-“Muggle Mayhem,” where we planned to invite Potterheads and let
them discuss various questions related to the Potter-verse. We spent days
figuring out relevant topics and conspiracy theories that would fit suitable
for the discussion. Earlier, we planned to conduct this event in two slots, but
we couldn’t and had to proceed with only one session due to some
constraints. Sorry Potterheads, but we assure you we are coming up with
more such events in the next academic year.
SymBeat would like to extend warm wishes on behalf of the Editorial Desk
of Elysian magazine. We would also like to thank the Administrative
Management of SIBM-B, Respected Teachers in charge, fellow students of
SIBM-B, and last but not least, the members of Team SymBeat for their
persistence and hard work. We thank the Symbiosis family for being the
audience to our symphony and giving Elysian the platform to stretch its
wings of creativity.
On behalf of the entire batch of 2023, Symbeat wishes the seniors good
luck for their future prospects. And Batch of 2023, wishing you all the best
for your exams and Internships. We will meet soon!
Till then, Mischief Managed!
#OnceASymbianAlwaysASymbian
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